Madhya Pradesh Public Health Services Corporation Limited

Minutes of Prebid Meeting of Indelible Marker Pen Tender No. 08 held on 19-12-14 at 12:00 PM in the meeting hall Satpuda Bhawan, Bhopal.

The following were present in the meeting:-

1. Dr. Vinay Dubey CGM (Technical) Madhya Pradesh public Health Services Corporation Ltd. Chairman
2. Dr. Himanshu Jayswar GM (Procurement) Madhya Pradesh public Health Services Corporation Ltd. Member
3. Dr. Santosh Shukla D.D (Immunisation) Directorate of Health Services Member
4. Dr. Ashwin Bhagwat Representative from WHO (Immunisation) Member
5. Sri.V.K Srivastava State Cold Chain Officer, (Immunisation) Member

The proceedings of the meeting are as under:-

(1) Representation of M/s Luxor writing instruments Pvt. Ltd. and M/s Vikrant Life Sciences Pvt. Ltd. were presented for discussion. The WHO, NPSP-India (Specification) for Marker Pen was submitted by. Dr. Ashwin and informed that no approval of WHO is required but Indelible Marker Pen must meet the specification as specified by WHO (enclosed).

No prospective bidders was present in the meeting M/s Kores telephonically informed of participation in the bid.

(2) The sole distributor can be allowed to participate when the manufacturing company gives the authority to represent with billing on manufacturer’s companies’ bill and payment also directly to manufactures.

(3) EMD:- No change as per Corporation rules.

(4) Shelf life: Ten months shelf life is necessary but suppliers may be allowed to ensure that at least the pen should work for two rounds till April 2015 on supply to destination (Manufacturers to ensure this in supply). No stickers may be pasted on pen and “Polio Indelible Marker Pen” exclusive designed for pulse polio programme) be written with following details on per printed as per sample:-
Precaution:-

1- Keep the Marker always in the horizontal condition.

2- Replace the cap when Marker not in use.

3- The ink mark should not be rubbed off immediately after application.

4- Not for retail sale Govt. Of MP supply for Pulse Polio.

    Date of Manufacturing:-
    Expiry:-

5- May be not read as "WHO approval" but as to meet WHO specifications norms"

Dr. Vinay Dubey
(CGM Technical)
To
Dr. A N Mittal
Joint Director (Immunization)
Health Services, Madhya Pradesh
Satpuda Bhawan Bhopal (MP)

Subject: Specification of Indelible market Pens for Pulse Polio Marker Pens

Respected Sir,
Required information regarding Pulse Polio marker pens are as follows:

**Specification**

Indelible Marker Pens

**Physical Details:**

Length: 15 Cm Plastic Body

Ink Cartridge Length: 8.5 cm with 10 mm diameter

Inc: 5 ml per pen (while filling) or at ideal condition and

temperature it should produce about 600 impressions.

Color: Violet later on should turn black

Packing: To be packed with duplex box, having information for best

manufacturing date, expiry date, is to be printed on the box.

Packing life: Should be about 10 months with ideal storage and handling.

Chemical of: Silver Nitrate in Alcohol base, PH2 as per I. S. I. standard no IS

13209 of 1991. Specially to be prepared for tender skin and

babies skin should not have any hazardous material for human

(Infant and Children ) application.

Packing: 10 in each box X 10 pens

The same specification is used by Maharastra Govt for NID / SNID rounds

With regards

Lt. Col Dr. Arvinder Narula
Sub Regional Team Leader - MP
Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal

Copy to:
- Dr. J P Khare, Dy Director (Immunization), Health Services-MP, Satpuda Bhawan Bhopal